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Welcome to the ANA Partnership. Thank
you for your willingness to participate in an
integrative law approach. We are excited to
be working with you and guiding you
through this unique experience!
We are law students working together while
we learn about ourselves and one another
through the Conscious Contracts® process.
This agreement, our "Touchstone," is to help
us better understand and work with one
another.
This agreement helps us align each of our
values, principles, and goals as we work
through the collaborative process to, in turn,
help facilitate our clients' engagement
through their conscious contracts journey.
We also share this with our clients to help
them understand us better as well!

Nathan
I value wisdom, integrity, respect, humor, and introspection.

Vision
I believe that humanity’s greatest accomplishments occur through
collaboration. I believe that such collaboration can be achieved
without necessitating success at the expense of others. I dream of a
society that recognizes true fair play and equal opportunities and
shuns those who take advantage of those weaker than themselves.

Mission
My mission is to bring my skill set and experiences to make
communities and organizations stronger and more conscientious.
My view of self-worth is valued by how I can help others,
regardless of what field of law I engage with. By working with
my partners and my clients, I want to help others reach their goals
with the tools at their disposal and to do so in a way that we all
can take pride in.

Anna
I value accountability, creativity, humor,
broadmindedness, and respectful
communication & listening.

Vision
I envision a world where differences and creativity are
openly discussed and celebrated. It is a world where our
different abilities and talents are highlighted and
explored, where those searching to find their own unique
voice and path are encouraged and given a chance to
grow and succeed. I envision a world where everyone has
the chance to share their thoughts and ideas in the
company of open minded and judgement-free
individuals.

Mission
It is my goal to create an environment where clients are
comfortable to discuss their true thoughts and ideas,
where their authenticity can shine through, and they feel
valued and heard. My mission is to work collaboratively
while providing trusted and dedicated support to my
client’s needs and while helping them achieve their goals.

Alan
I believe that the best legal services come from
humanizing the experience, which has been lost in
much of the field today. Lawyers have forgotten that
emotions are what drive their clients, and they should
be in touch with their own in order to connect on a
meaningful level and provide higher quality services.
In my legal career, I hope to make clients feel that they
are in control of their legal experience by showing
them I am a partner and friend in achieving their goals,
and to provide emotionally positive legal experiences
regardless of the tangible results that I obtain for my
clients.
One of my core values is respect, this is imperative
because if absent, it becomes impossible to create
mutually positive experiences in the attorney/client
relationship.
I also emphasize optimism. I am easily receptive to the
energy that is around me, so it is imperative that the
people I work with leave any sort of antagonistic
energy at the door before we work together to achieve
their goals. If my clients or partners are having trouble
keeping negative feelings at bay, I make it a personal
goal of mine to help them to manage those feelings so
that we can then get to work to achieving their goals.

WE ALL AGREE TO WORK TOGETHER
BY COMMITTING TO PRACTICE THE
FOLLOWING VALUES...
Respect
We all bring unique perspectives to this firm, and each member of
the partnership should have the chance to have their voice heard
and understood. When there are disagreements, we understand that
it comes from a differing perspective, and can retain respect for each
other.

Optimism
We will focus on the opportunities to achieve our goals and meet
challenges and hurdles with constructive energy and excitement.

Balance
We want harmony between our work and personal time. A healthy
balance between the two helps us bring our best to work and refresh
when away. Work hard, play hard!

Empathy
As this will be the first time we are working as an organized group,
keeping an open mind and heart for both each other and our clients
is equally important to maintain healthy communication.

Accountability
We each promise to be reliable, responsible, and professional while
also respecting and valuing each others' time.

THE PURPOSE OF ENGAGING IN THIS
RELATIONSHIP AND CREATING OUR
FIRM IS...

To enable others to develop
confident and constructive agreements.
We want our clients to be proud of the
agreements we co-create, confident their
contractual relationships have healthy
foundations, and satisfied that the process
efficiently accomplished their goals.
To provide patient guidance, helping facilitate
positive discussion between us all.

Our Mission...
We seek to bring collaborative law and
evolutionary organizational structure to clients.
We commit to providing a safe space for clients to
learn about these concepts. We hope clients have a
positive and constructive experience. We want
their work to grow with these innovative legal
frameworks.
We want to offer clients a humanized approach to
the legal process and use the Conscious Contracts®
process to help clients create evolutionary
organizational structures.

Addressing Change and Conflict
Change, and at times tension, will grow over the
course of our work together. If we notice this in
ourselves or in others, we agree to open good faith
communication to start an ACED conversation.

"What is an 'ACED conversation?'"

"ACED"
"Addressing Change
&
Engaging Disagreement"
An ACED Conversation
is our process
of using communication
to better work
as a team with you!

One
Firm Meeting "Check-Ins"
Open communication

is essential to maintaining
healthy relationships with each other.

Beginning a firm meeting with a check-in helps us
understand each other better.
Check-ins can be celebratory or supportive:
Feeling energized after a fun weekend? Share it!
Feeling tired after a long weekend? Share it!
The check-in at weekly meetings may act as the first step
in calling an ACED conversation; acknowledging negative
feelings in a safe space will help spark the conversation

Two
Noticing Tension or Change
Insight and Empathy can help us
care for each other's well-being.

Partners might have disagreements with each other,
find themselves at an impasse of opinion, or find
certain behavior aggravating. That is ok!
Each partner should have the opportunity to express their
feelings, to hear the other partner’s own thoughts, and
endeavor to reach an understanding or constructive
change by practicing active listening.

As a team, we all succeed by helping each other, and
that carries through when there is disagreement or
conflict!

Three
What does calling an ACED Meeting
Sound like?
"Hey, are you available to have an ACED meeting soon? I feel a change/conflict
where having an ACED meeting would contribute greatly to getting to a
resolution"
"Hi ____,"
"X and I have a conflict/change in our relationship that we've been trying to work
out, but at this point feel an ACED meeting would be really beneficial to create a
resolution. Let us know your availability over the next few days so we can all
work together and move forward."
a. Before each partner enters the meeting, we will all agree to re-read the
touchstone, and to take an extra minute to gather our thoughts so we are all
in the right frame of mind to have a positive experience.
b. Each meeting will begin with a quick check-in, and then a group
reading of the touchstone.

"I hear you when you say you feel this way"
"I understand now how my actions made think/feel that."
"Are there outside influences affecting how we are working together?"

The Meeting Continues
c. The group will then all discuss what section of our touchstone
where we feel we have fallen out of alignment.
-We agree not to alienate a particular partner
-We agree not to assign blame
d. A resolution has been achieved when...
-We each confirm our satisfaction with the resolution
-We all agree on how to define "progress" in achieving this
resolution, along with how each of us will contribute to it
e. We will end the meeting with a "check-out", where each partner
can say how they feel the meeting has helped them.
-We agree to follow up on our commitments to resolution by
email or text

"Is there something difficult we are avoiding saying or doing?"
"What has worked well for us?"

"How can we expand on that?"

Four
When our tension or change reaches an
impasse, we can seek outside

Mediation.

Our supervising instructor is a wonderful source
for advice, counsel, and possible mediation!
While we all seek to work well with each other, there might be a
conflict that we have a hard time finding resolution for:
We might be triggering each other in ways we have a hard time identifying or
addressing.
If we are finding that we can’t seem to fix our problems with each other, it is
ok to admit this difficulty and seek help from our supervising instructors.
We want to help each other and our clients, so if we find ourselves stuck, we
should use all our tools to help each other work out our problems.

As a team, we all succeed by helping each other, and that
carries through when there is disagreement or conflict!

Friendly Reminders
We agree to never feel embarrassed or ashamed to lean on
others for help.
We value our relationships with each other not only as
colleagues but also as friends as we use this relationship
towards achieving our missions and fulfilling our purposes
We all have strong support systems around us, and more
importantly that our firm partners are part of it.
It is ok to take more time than usual at the beginning of
weekly meetings to help each other by providing emotional
support and guidance.
We remember we can always extend meetings if necessary
to make sure we address each other's needs while also
getting through work objectives.

